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Covid-19 in Argentina (22)
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man walks past closed shop due to pandemic measures as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man wearing mask walks at street as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man wearing mask walks at street as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man wearing mask walks at street as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man wearing mask walks at street as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of closed shops due to Covid-19 measures as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man collects cartoons at street as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: People clean street as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A woman walks past a closed shop as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: People past a closed shop as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: People past a closed shop as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man walks past a closed shop as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets. Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of a cemetery of Covid-19 victims as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A man walks past closed shop due to pandemic measures as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A woman walks past closed shop due to pandemic measures as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - JUNE 03: A view of closed shop due to pandemic measures as Covid-19 cases increase in the country in Buenos Aires, Argentina on June 03, 2021. The wave of COVID-19 infections and the restrictions imposed by the government of Alberto Fernandez generated a high level of poverty and the respective loss of jobs, closed shops and homelessness on the streets.??? Manuel Cortina / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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